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now each door leaf is a

work of art



At GIBCA We have a culture of reinventing and reimagining applications. Recent years 
saw us a launch a completely redesigned , revolutionary range of washroom cubicles 
that are unique in terms of sophistication, features and design when compared to 
traditional hardware mounted cut boards in use on most projects. 

We have taken the concept of bespoke design a generation forward. We have devel-
oped and perfected a revolutionary inlaid pattern face creation technology that 
allows us to offer a unique design for each project. kaleidoscope is a next generation 
cubicle panel that allows the designers to create a unique panel incorporating a mix 
of colors and patterns on the same face. 



KEY FEATURES
Fresh & bright mix of colors to create a vibrant washroom space.

Bottom clearance of 30mm providing maximum privacy.

Privacy lock with red and white indicator with the provision for emergency access.

Pattern customization option to suit any design idea.

Various panel thicknesses and hardware options.

Door Post and divider are in 33mm thick sandwich panel comprising MR composite flooring 
grade load bearing core. Finishes are in Solid Compact Grade surfaces with black edges 
suitable for wet areas.

2mm groove between colors to make 
the pattern prominent

PANEL CONSTRUCTION
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HARDWARE OPTION:
S.S. Privacy thumbturn red/white indicator lock 

Floor support - stainless steel shoe (Grade 316)

Wall / Divider Support - concealed fixing

SPECIFICATION:
The doors are flush integrated with post.  

Panels Thickness: 20/25/33/42mm

Height: 2000mm or up to ceiling height

Depth/Width: According to layout

Door Opening: 700mm

Bottom Clearance nominal: 30mm 

Finishes:  colour to be specified from standard Gibca colour chart.
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PRIVACY LOCK HINGESDOOR KNOBCOAT HOOK FLOOR SUPPORT TOPRAIL
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